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Abstract: A worldwide increase in the number of people and areas affected by disasters has led to more and more approaches that focus on the integration of local knowledge into disaster risk reduction processes. The research at hand shows a method for formalizing this local knowledge via sketch maps in the context of flooding. The Sketch Map Tool enables not only the visualization of this local knowledge and analyses of OpenStreetMap data quality but also the communication of the results of these analyses in an understandable way. Since the tool will be open-source and several analyses are made automatically, the tool also offers a method for local governments in areas where historic data or financial means for flood mitigation are limited. Example analyses for two cities in Brazil show the functionalities of the tool and allow the evaluation of its applicability. Results depict that the fitness-for-purpose analysis of the OpenStreetMap data reveals promising results to identify whether the sketch map approach can be used in a certain area or if citizens might have problems with marking their flood experiences. In this way, an intrinsic quality analysis is incorporated into a participatory mapping approach. Additionally, different paper formats offered for printing enable not only individual mapping but also group mapping. Future work will focus on advancing the automation of all steps of the tool to allow members of local governments without specific technical knowledge to apply the Sketch Map Tool for their own study areas.
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1. Introduction

International and interdisciplinary research projects with a focus on disaster risk reduction strategies are on the rise due to ever more affected areas and people. This paper focuses on flooding because a lack of adequate financial and technical means to account for flood mitigation leads to insufficient disaster risk reduction in many regions. How can these people prepare themselves better and how can they be supported? A valuable source of information can be used, which is so far rarely applied for disaster risk reduction: The local knowledge and experiences about flooding. Participatory tools can visualize and...
formalize such local knowledge by people in affected areas mainly in cases where data such as flood maps are sparse and where people are marginalized because they cannot afford the required digital devices or do not have internet access [1]. Sketch maps are a specific way to capture spatial local knowledge about floodings, which can be based on digital devices [2] or on paper maps [3,4]. In contrast to mental maps, sketch maps do not use blank paper but geographic maps and thus, the marking of the participants is guided by the map template [5]. Bustillos et al. [6] base their sketch maps on normal maps, while the method applied by Klonner et al. [4,7,8] offers a step more because it makes the data available in a digital and spatial format based on Field Papers, which offer automatic georeferencing. The advantage of paper-based mapping, i.e., the inclusion of marginalized people, is combined with the advantage of mapping based on digital devices, i.e., the availability of georeferenced data.

The Sketch Map Tool, which will be outlined in Section 2, has the objective to unify all the tools necessary to work with OpenStreetMap (OSM) in projects using participatory mapping approaches. The assessment of the data quality is very important when using user-generated geographic data such as OSM data for participatory mapping. There are already several approaches to assess OSM quality in general [9]. In our setting, in which users are allowed to carry out such studies for every part of the world, it is necessary to provide analyses without the necessity of reference data since they are not available everywhere. We therefore rely on intrinsic analyses. Many approaches concerning this topic can be found in the literature as well (for example [10,11]). We adjust them to the requirements of participatory mapping activities and use additional methods specific to our subject. We focus not only on intrinsic quality analyses but also on how results can be communicated in an understandable and accessible way. This is not only important for disaster managers but also for planners and the general public. Most previous studies regarding quality analyses discussed the analysis itself, and the communication of the results to other stakeholders did not receive enough attention.

A very integral part of carrying out participatory mapping approaches is the generation of sketch maps on which the participants in the study or project can map the information that is supposed to be gathered. Another important aspect is the possibility to digitize these sketch maps after finishing the work in the field. Field Papers [12] enable users to complete both tasks. In the Waterproofing Data Project, we use the functionalities of Field Papers for example to let citizens in the study areas map different levels of flooding and to digitize these markings afterwards. Although the Field Papers tool is very useful and has strongly supported our work, we also experienced its limits. Bustillos et al. [6] and Klonner and Blessing [13] identified group discussions based on maps in the A0 format as a valuable method to gain more information about the context of the flooding. However, the largest format supported by Field Papers is A3, and therefore, the maps had to be enlarged and were therefore pixelated and less convenient to use [13]. This need for sketch maps of higher resolution was one of the reasons for the creation of the Sketch Map Tool. The process of sketch map generation laid out in the Field Papers GitHub repository [14] achieves its purpose by creating an HTML page with an embedded map based on OSM and converting this page into a PDF document. The maximum resolution is therefore limited by the maximum resolution in which the OSM tiles that form the map are available, though the maximum resolution is effectively doubled by using a zoom offset and adjusting the size of the tiles [14]. It is, therefore, necessary to use another approach for higher resolution sketch maps, which will be described in Section 3.2. The second main reason for the development of the Sketch Map Tool was the need for easily accessible quality analyses. A sustainable tool requires the usability for local stakeholders without a researcher, who analyzes the fitness of the OSM data for the use for a data collection based on sketch maps. Results are therefore presented, inter alia, in form of a traffic light, i.e., graded as red, yellow or green, to enable the users to easily identify the usability of the data themselves. We include an automatic quality evaluation that allows the user to check the OSM data of
the required study area and thus, the approach incorporates an intrinsic quality analysis for participatory mapping.

The previously mentioned studies not only showed that sketch maps are a great tool to capture local knowledge but also identified adaptation possibilities of this method to make the tool even more user-friendly and offer a sustainable use by local governments. How can the maps be generated in A0 format without losing resolution? How can a member of a local government without specific technical knowledge conduct a study to formalize local knowledge? Klonner et al. [15] give a first glimpse at a new tool which is based on Field Papers but also includes answers to the previous questions. In this paper, these first steps are taken forward and the Sketch Map Tool with its functionalities is presented. The main two limitations from the Field Papers are overcome by including an intrinsic quality analysis for a participatory method and by offering different paper formats for the printouts. First, the tool is explained in detail and the different components are described. Thereafter, the tool is applied for case studies in Brazil with a focus on river flooding in Rio Branco and urban flooding in M’Boi Mirim, São Paulo. The discussion reflects on the results of these studies and evaluates the tool. As the development of the tool is an ongoing process next steps of advancing the tool are outlined.

2. The Sketch Map Tool

As a whole, the Sketch Map Tool unifies the aforementioned methods: A feature for analyzing the fitness of a selected region’s OSM data for usage in sketch maps, a sketch map generation function and a sketch map upload function (see Figure 1). It therefore substantially facilitates the sketch map usage process, especially by pointing out possible difficulties to be aware of during the process and by focusing on the comprehensibility for laypeople in all the steps (see Figure 2). Thus, it is an easy-to-use tool that can be applied by local stakeholders to allow them to gather themselves some information about previous flood events in a specific area. After having successfully completed the fitness analyses for a possible study area and deciding to use the sketch maps for data collection, the users can request the generation of a sketch map in a paper format they prefer, which will then be provided as a PDF document which also contains a QR Code [16] necessary for the automatic georeferencing and little globes, which frame the generated map to detect its boundaries. After applying a printout of this sketch map in the field, e.g., for marking flood risk perception, the users can use the upload functionality, which allows the creation of a GeoTIFF file from a photograph of the map. This file can be used for visualizations or further analyses in a GIS, for example.

3. Materials and Methods

The Sketch Map Tool is mainly written in Python 3 [17], the web-based user interface is written in HTML [18], CSS [19] and JavaScript [20]. The integration between the Python code and the web pages is implemented using Flask [21], which is a framework that enables the development of web apps using Python.

3.1. OpenStreetMap History Database and the Ohsome API

The OpenStreetMap History Database (OSHDB) [22] is a tool developed by the Heidelberg Institute for Geoinformation Technology (HeiGIT) that allows analyses of OSM data with a focus on analyzing the data’s evolution. It provides efficient storage and retrieval of OSM data for any available spatio-temporal extent [23]. The Ohsome API, which was developed by the HeiGIT as well, provides a convenient Application Programming Interface (API), to access an instance of the OSHDB and therefore enables the access of OSM data for a chosen spatio-temporal extent [24]. It also enables filtering and aggregation of the data. For example, it is possible to calculate the density of features with a certain tag (e.g., tourism = hotel). The analysis feature of the Sketch Map Tool uses the Ohsome API to access the OSM data for performing its quality analyses (see Section 3.4). The fitness of a study region’s OSM data for usage in sketch maps is evaluated based on an intrinsic quality
analysis, examining both the recent state and the evolution of the OSM data. Users are given a general fitness score, to assess the overall fitness of a region’s OSM data as well as detailed reports about each analysis. Furthermore, recommendations on what to consider before and while using OSM-based sketch maps of this region are given.

Figure 1. The Sketch Map Tool combines the analysis of the fitness of a selected region’s OSM data for usage in sketch maps, a sketch map generation and a sketch map upload function (the buttons to start each of the steps are highlighted in red). The requested study area can either be marked on the map on the left or entered manually using the input field Bounding Boxes. For an optimal creation of the sketch map, the user can choose his preferred format. Results of the functionalities can then be obtained on the right side.

Figure 2. Workflow of a possible field study that is carried out based on the Sketch Map Tool.
3.2. Map Rendering and Style

Mapnik is an open-source toolkit that provides various functionalities for the creation of maps based on geographic data [25], for example, from OSM. Nik4 is a Python script that uses Mapnik to create image files from OSM data and provides the possibility to conveniently specify parameters such as the zoom level and output resolution [26]. The Sketch Map Tool uses Mapnik via Nik4 to generate maps from OSM data of areas selected by the user (see Figure 3). OSM data can either be accessed from locally stored data of the whole planet or fetched dynamically by requesting data covering the chosen bounding box via an Overpass API instance whose terms of use permit such usage [27]. The maps are rendered in a style that is based on OpenStreetMap Carto [28] and carto-style-hydda [29]. To improve the orientation of participants in sketch map studies, the style was changed to show more points of interest (POIs) in the renderings. The zoom level can be customized in case there is the need for a special level of detail. This has no effect on the scale of the map, i.e., the covered region is not altered. The rendering changes, especially there are more details shown with a higher zoom level.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. The sketch map of a study area, here in Rio Branco, is saved in a PDF document which also contains a QR Code necessary for the automatic georeferencing and little globes, which frame the generated map to detect its boundaries when it is uploaded to the Sketch Map Tool.

3.3. Image Processing

OpenCV is an open-source computer vision and machine learning software library and offers many possibilities of analyzing and transforming image files [30]. Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK) is a method for the detection of keypoints, i.e., distinctive regions in images, and their description [31]. It enables the matching of two images using the detected features. As this method proved to work with sufficient precision and in acceptable time in our settings, the Sketch Map Tool uses its implementation in OpenCV to detect sketch maps in photographs that are uploaded for further processing. First, the QR code is read to get information about the bounding box of the map and the date it was created. Using this information, a file of the unmarked map, which had been stored when generating the sketch map, is loaded to be used as a template. With this template, the BRISK implementation in OpenCV is used to detect and extract the actual map from the uploaded photograph in the same perspective as the template. The resulting image is then georeferenced using GDAL [32] with the bounding box information obtained from the QR code, and provided as a GeoTIFF file to the user.
3.4. OpenStreetMap Quality Analyses

The sketch maps used in our project are based on OSM data. Therefore, we need to look at the quality of these data for our use case to be aware of possible problems, which might occur when using the maps. For providing quality analyses of OSM data for any given region of the world, one cannot rely on external reference data. Thus, it is necessary to use intrinsic quality measures. For the selection of such measures, we used both literature research and experiences from the work with sketch maps in the Waterproofing Data Project. Some of the analyses performed by the Sketch Map Tool were already briefly outlined in a contribution to the State of the Map 2019 conference [15]. Each analysis is carried out for the potential study area and the results are combined into a general sketch map fitness score. To provide easily accessible conclusions that can also be used by laypeople and citizen scientists, the quality evaluation is resulting in one of three levels, depending on the fitness for purpose: Green (indicating good fitness), yellow (indicating potential problems to be aware of), and red (indicating that problems when using OSM-based sketch maps of this area are likely). Based on our experience from previous research projects we assign each analysis a weight, reflecting its importance (less important: weight = 0.5, important: weight = 1.0 and very important: weight = 2.0) regarding the usability of the OSM data in sketch maps. The resulting levels for the analyses can be combined by using a weighted average as heuristic. This general score is calculated as follows:

\[
generalScore = \left\lfloor \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{6} weight_i} \sum_{i=1}^{6} [weight_i \times score_i] + 0.5 \right\rfloor (1)
\]

With each score being the result of an analysis as 0 (red), 1 (yellow) or 2 (green) and the weights shown in Table 1.

### Table 1. Weighting of the results of the analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Weight (_i)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Saturation of mapped amenities</td>
<td>0.5 (1.0 when a lack of data is presumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Saturation of the road network mapping</td>
<td>1.0 (2.0 when a lack of data is presumed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Important sources</td>
<td>0.0 (manual inspection needed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Currentness of the amenity data</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Currentness of the road network data</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Density of orientation providing features</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All intended user groups, including laypeople and citizen scientists, who want to contribute and gather data for disaster risk reduction, need to easily understand the tool and the results, and therefore, the general score is presented in form of a traffic light set at the calculated level: 0 = red, 1 = yellow, 2 = green.

Besides this general fitness score the results for each analysis are separately reported as well, including conclusions, recommendations and visualizations of the inspected data (Figure 4). We have been working on more quality indicators but decided to focus on those listed below for current analyses. For the other indicators (the duration of fixme, note, and similar tags and the positional stability of features) more research on their adequate applicability is required and they are pointed out in the discussion section. The thresholds used in our analyses and the weights are exploratory values, which are based on both literature and own previous research regarding the usage of sketch maps. Our goal in the presented work is the creation of a tool which enables a workflow that integrates the fitness-for-purpose analyses of OSM data in the sketch map usage process. As will be described in the discussion section, it is expected that these parameters are adjusted after the first applications of the tool in the field.
Saturation of mapped amenities

As many common POIs, e.g., restaurants, educational and cultural facilities in OSM are tagged with the `amenity` key [33], it is useful to know, if they are likely to be mapped completely or not. In the latter case, some important reference points for the participants to orientate themselves on the sketch maps might be missing. As many categories of amenity features are rendered with special icons (e.g., a coffee cup for a café) [33] they are very valuable when orienting on sketch maps. The analysis of the recent density of orientation providing features, which will be explained below, is related. In the analysis described here, the focus does not lie on the current quantity of orientation providing features, but on the estimated completeness of their mapping. If it is inferred that the mapping of amenity features is close to a state of completion or has been completed, an easier orientation for the participants in a sketch map study is likely, and level green is reported. To obtain an indicator for the mapping completeness of relevant features, we analyze their saturation. When the number of added features falls below a certain threshold, one can infer that the mapping of these features is close to a state of completion or has been completed [34]. Rehrl and Gröchenig [10] use as a threshold the case when the number of created features in a year falls below three percent of the total count of features. In our tests 5% for the threshold from yellow to green and 10% for the threshold from red to yellow seemed adequate, when compared to our own estimations of mapping completeness. Like with all parameters of the analyses, it might be necessary to adjust these values as soon as more experiences from practical usage of the tool are available or other use cases are considered. We also included a 25% threshold, which needs
to be surpassed in at least one year, to ensure that there has been a stage of growth at all and not just a lack of data as an explanation for small relative growth. If this threshold is failed, a red level is reported. Generally, we consider this analysis' results as less important (weight = 0.5) compared to the other analyses, as a saturation of the mapping of amenity features does imply an easier orientation, but its impact is expected to be less heavy than that of the density of such orientation providing features. The weight makes the influence of this analysis on the general score smaller than the influence of analyses, which are rated as more important and therefore have higher weights. In case a lack of data is presumed, the importance is considered to be moderate (weight = 1), because a negative impact on the ability of participants to orientate on the sketch maps is expected.

**Density of orientation providing features**

As described in the previous paragraph, mapped POIs are important for the orientation of participants when using sketch maps. The same significance applies to landmarks, e.g., touristic attractions or natural features. The density of these features can therefore be analyzed for obtaining an indicator of how well participants in sketch map studies can orientate themselves on the maps. We are analyzing the recent combined density of railway stations, shops, places of worship, bus stops, hotels, touristic attractions, pharmacies, hospitals, restaurants, gas stations, schools, universities, colleges, town halls, police stations, fire brigade stations, parks, national parks, mountain peaks, waterways such as rivers, and water bodies such as lakes. Thresholds that seemed adequate in providing a green, yellow or red rating of how many of such features are mapped that can provide better orientation, are 30 features per km$^2$ for the threshold from yellow to green and 10 features per km$^2$ for the threshold from red to yellow. We derived these values from multiple map extracts of areas in which we could either navigate well, fairly or hardly. The POI densities in these areas have been compared and the thresholds have been chosen in a way in which they reflect our own navigability based on POI density. These exploratory values can be further improved when more data about sufficient POI densities for the various use cases are available. The results are weighted as very important (weight = 2), because it is crucial for the usability of paper-based sketch maps, that participants can orientate themselves properly on them.

**Saturation of the road network mapping**

The analysis of the saturation of the road network mapping is carried out in a similar way as the analysis of the amenity mapping saturation. In their OSM quality analysis framework “iOSMAnalyzer” [11] Barron, Neis and Zipf analyzed the completion of the mapping of different categories of roads by inspecting their monthly increase in feature length and comparing this increase to the increase in feature length of road categories lower in the hierarchy. When gathering data about disaster risk, there is the need to have reliable data for all road categories. Using sketch maps to capture urban flooding, one must expect that not just roads high in the hierarchy such as motorways, but also especially roads that are lower in the hierarchy such as streets in residential areas are affected. Therefore, we do not distinguish between different road categories when analyzing the increase in feature length. When a possible study area is selected, it is preferable that all the roads that are in this area are mapped completely. As this analysis follows a rationale very similar to that of the amenity mapping saturation analysis, we apply the same way of analyzing, i.e., inspecting the relative yearly growth—now regarding the feature length instead of the density—with exploratory thresholds of 5% and 10% for the detection of saturation and 25% for the detection of growth stages, i.e., the absence of a lack of data. The road network has an integral importance in the use of sketch maps because it is not only an aid for orientation, but also subject to markings in many sketch map applications. This analysis has
therefore weight = 1 when a stage of completion or growth has been detected and weight = 2 when there is a possible lack of data.

- **Important sources**

It is possible to gather knowledge about the precision of mapped features by inspecting the sources of data (e.g., [35]). To enable users to inspect important sources, this analysis reports all sources that have been named in a `source` tag in a share of at least 2% of all mapped features in the chosen area. Although it is not typical to add `source` tags to individual features in the current mapping practice of OSM (they should be included in changesets, which are not inspected here) it was common in the past [36] and therefore many `source` tags remain on single features. These sources and their respective shares are not evaluated automatically but presented to the user so that he can inspect the important sources and consider their trustworthiness and their relevance for the specific study. As the conclusions depend on manual inspections, this analysis is not considered in the general score (weight = 0).

- **Currentness of the data**

When using sketch maps, it is preferable that all real-world features are mapped in their current state. For example, if a building has been torn down, it should not appear in recent OSM data anymore, and if a new supermarket has opened, it should be visible in OSM. Barron, Neis and Zipf [11] stated the possibility of analyzing the currentness of OSM data by visualizing its latest modification, as the user doing the last change indirectly confirms the correctness of the feature. They point out that this approach is problematic, when features are already mapped correctly and there is no need to change them. To avoid this problem, we inspect the average time passed since the last modification of all features in relevant categories and use thresholds that are long enough so that there is some change to be expected in the real world (e.g., changing opening hours, newly built houses, closed stores). This should cause the average time since the last edit to be below a certain threshold if there is an active community ensuring currentness of the data. The used thresholds are 4 years from yellow to green and 8 years from red to yellow. Two categories of features are checked for their currentness. Because of their explained importance, features tagged with `amenity = *` and `highway = *` are analyzed for their average currentness. The result is reported for both categories. The result’s importance is considered to be moderate (weight = 1), as outdated map data might cause confusion among participants in sketch map studies.

### 3.5 Workflow

The Sketch Map Tool, as shown in Figure 1, is split into three main parts. It comprises a map in the left column, the main functionalities bounding box selection, analysis, sketch map generation and sketch map upload in the central column and the results section in the right column. After the successful completion of the requested task, a link leading to the elaborated analysis, the generated sketch map or the GeoTIFF file will be displayed in the upper right corner. Underneath, the results of previous analyses are listed so that older results can be reviewed again. The tool is supposed to be used as indicated by the workflow depicted in Figure 2.

- **Selection of possible study areas**

To assess the fitness of an intended research area regarding the quality characteristics mentioned in Section 3.4 using the Sketch Map Tool or for the generation of a sketch map, the area of interest can either be marked as a rectangle on the map, or specified directly as a bounding box with the corresponding coordinates. In this case, the values of the bounding box must be entered via minimum longitude, minimum latitude, maximum longitude, maximum latitude, where latitude is a decimal number between
−90.0 and 90.0 and longitude is a decimal number between −180.0 and 180.0. If more than one area needs to be assessed, it is possible to enter or select several areas.

- **Analysis and Results**

  Subsequently, the selected areas can be evaluated using the Analyze button. The result contains an assessment of the fitness of the OSM data for participatory mapping, which is displayed as a traffic light depending on the quality of the existing data. Additionally, the different criteria which were considered for the outcome are specified in a written form. Concluding recommendations are given to help the user to be aware of possible problems that might occur during a sketch map study and further information which could be helpful to check beforehand. To enable a better understanding of the results as well as to give more details, additional visualizations of the data are provided. These visualizations include for example the plotting of the feature length development for highway features and the feature density development for amenity features. The shares of different POI and landmark categories of these features are provided in form of a pie chart to allow insights on which types of POIs might be used as reference points by sketch map study participants in this area.

- **Sketch Map Generation**

  After successfully evaluating a possible study area’s OSM data, having taken notice of possible problems, and deciding for that study area, the next step in the workflow is the generation of printable sketch maps. To generate a map for a sketch map study, the requested area can be selected in the same way as during the analyses by drawing a bounding box on the map or by providing coordinates. The area can, but does not have to be analyzed beforehand. Again, multiple areas can be selected to obtain several maps at one time. The user can choose between different paper formats and has the option to extend the bounding box automatically to generate a map with the optimal scale for the chosen paper format. This means that there are no blank spaces except the area where the QR code and scale are placed. The size of the rendered map is determined by both the paper format and the bounding box selection—and will be automatically chosen to print the map as big as possible on the chosen paper format. As soon as the generation is finished, a PDF file of the acquired sketch map is provided for download, which can be used for a field study. The map can either be printed out or used digitally. In both cases, the findings can be drawn in as needed, but must not cover the QR Code.

- **Upload**

  The map can be digitized into the GeoTIFF format using the Upload function of the Sketch Map Tool. To do this, the previously created and marked sketch map can be photographed. The maps are designed as such that they can be photographed even under unfavorable illumination conditions and in tilted positions, although the quality is enhanced under favorable conditions and the correct recognition is more likely. After the upload, a GeoTIFF file of the area is provided for download and can be used for further applications. In our work, we use the open-source GIS software QGIS [37] to further process the generated GeoTIFF files.

4. Results

Two areas in Brazil, which were studied within the framework of the Waterproofing Data Project, will be analyzed for demonstration purposes to show how the Sketch Map Tool works. The Waterproofing Data Project (https://www.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/gis/waterproofing.html, accessed on 11 November 2020) aims at improving the resilience of flood-vulnerable communities and at increasing the capacity for local governments and disaster monitoring centers to respond to flood events. Within the project we focus on two flood types, namely urban flooding in M’Boi Mirim, a neighborhood in the southern part of
the city of São Paulo and river flooding in a central region of Rio Branco, the capital of Acre. In 2015, Rio Branco had to face one of its most severe floodings and the city was flooded for about a month. M’Boi Mirim experiences flash floods on a regular basis, which mostly only take a few hours but affect houses and the infrastructure in this densely populated area.

4.1. Case Study—Rio Branco

In the following the analysis of the study region in Rio Branco shall be presented exemplarily. For this purpose, the corresponding region is analyzed by the Sketch Map Tool first. After the successful evaluation by the Sketch Map Tool, the result is displayed as depicted in Figure 4. The elaboration of the OSM data of the requested area is classified in the general categories red, yellow and green according to the indicated fitness for usage in sketch maps (see Section 3.4). As explained previously (ibid.), the quality criteria are then further divided into the subcategories Very Important (weight 2.0), Important (weight 1.0) and Less Important (weight 0.5). Based on these data, the color of the traffic light is chosen, see Equation (1). The traffic light was designed to facilitate the use and comprehension of the tool and its result even for less experienced users. At the right-hand side of the traffic light, more experienced or interested users can read the detailed, written elaboration of the result to make an accurate decision regarding the data situation in the requested study region. In our study region in Rio Branco the categorization of the quality criteria is balanced and consequently the result is yellow.

Following properties are registered by the tool: The high number of newly mapped amenities is classified as problematic. The density has increased by 210% in the last year, which indicates that the mapping of amenity features is currently far from a saturated state. This signals that some important reference points which would offer orientation on the sketch maps might be missing.

Particularly important for orientation is the density of the landmarks, e.g., waterbodies, supermarkets, churches or bus stops. With 24.03 features per km² there is a moderate number of such points in this study region. Participants may, but do not necessarily have to face orientation problems due to a shortage of orientation providing features. This should be checked before a prospective field study. Additionally, the mapping of highway features might not be completed yet. During the last year, the feature length increased by 6%. However, this is already close to the 5% threshold.

Additionally, the fact that the highway features were on average last modified only 6 months ago speaks for a proper mapping of highway features. In our experience, data can be classified as current (level = green) if it was edited by the community on average within the last 4 years. With an average of 4 months and 30 days also the last edit of the amenity features indicates currentness of the data.

Based on these attributes, final recommendations are given that are worth considering during a field study. As already indicated, it should be noted that the amenity features in the study region in Rio Branco are probably not yet completely mapped and that there are not many orientation providing features available. It should be investigated beforehand if this could make orientation more difficult for the participants.

After the region has been positively analyzed for suitability, the sketch map for the study region can be created. Such a map is shown in Figure 3 for the example of Rio Branco. This map can be downloaded and saved as a PDF document. For a field study, one can select the preferred format up to A0 and print it for further usage. After it has been used in a field study, the sketch map can be photographed and then digitized using the upload function. See Figure 5 for an example with the area in Rio Branco.

4.2. Case Study—São Paulo

Additionally to the area in Rio Branco, an urban area in M’Boi Mirim, São Paulo, is now being examined. The results show that while the highway mapping saturation is rated yellow as well, the density of POIs and landmarks is higher and rated green,
which causes the general score to be green as well. Therefore, the traffic light indicates a
good data situation (green), see Figure 6.

Figure 5. The sketch map of Figure 3 with an example for possible markings, digitized and georefer-
cenced using the upload function. It is shown with an OSM base layer in QGIS [37].

Table:<br />

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Type</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highway</td>
<td>33.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amenity</td>
<td>33.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. The result of the evaluation of the requested area, here M’Boi Mirim in São Paulo, is visualized using a traffic light. In contrast to the evaluation of Rio Branco, the Sketch Map Tool suggests a good quality of OSM data within this region. Next to the traffic light one finds elaborated and assessed information concerning these OSM data. The lower part contains recommendations to facilitate a field study in this area.

In detail, the highway features are expected to be in a current state (they were last edited on average 1 year and 8 months ago), as well as the amenity features, which were last edited on average 1 year and 10 months ago. The density of landmarks is 33.51 features per km², so that orientation using the sketch map should not be a problem for the participants.
However, the length of the highway features has increased (9%) during the last year, indicating that recently some of them might still be incompletely mapped.

Also, in this study region the mapping of amenity features does not appear to be particularly saturated yet, since there was an increase of 28% during the last year. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the growth is by far not as large as in the previously analyzed region in Rio Branco.

There are two recommendations which should be considered. First, the amenity features might not be mapped completely. Prior to a field study, it should be checked whether this could confuse the participants. Second, a data source was identified in the selected region that accounts for 87.41% of the features. Examination of this source might reveal further knowledge about the precision of mapped features. This source called ‘pmsp’ guides to the Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo, i.e., the municipality of São Paulo [38], which only contains data on formal areas, but nothing on slums. This should be considered before carrying out a study in informal areas, which might be even more vulnerable due to less mitigation infrastructure. To counter this lack of data, the Waterproofing Data Project has organized mapping activities.

The generated visualizations of the analyses also enable more in-depth comparisons between different study areas. See Figures 7 and 8 for an example comparing the development of highway feature length in the two discussed areas and the old town of Heidelberg. Although the development in Heidelberg with its decreasing growth suggests a state close to completion, this is not the case for Rio Branco and São Paulo, where the graphs have not flattened yet. A major increase in feature length can be found in all the analyzed areas, suggesting that no lack of data regarding highway features is present. These visualizations also point at the difficulty of this analysis: Both the highway features in Rio Branco and in São Paulo have experienced a phase with very little growth, which would have been interpreted as a state close to mapping completion. Conversely, there is less ambiguity when detecting relative growth above the mentioned thresholds, as this implies that there were some features not yet mapped and probably still are. It also must be considered that from this analysis it cannot be inferred, which kinds of highway features are still being added. The effect of incompletely mapped sidewalks (which can have a highway tag [39]), for example, is less problematic than that of incompletely mapped roads in residential areas. Generally, it is preferable that the mapping is close to a state of completion for highway features of all kinds, which is why the results of this analysis including the visualizations can still provide useful insights for the user despite the mentioned possible difficulties.

**Figure 7.** Development of the length of OSM features tagged with `highway = *` in the discussed study areas in Rio Branco (left) and São Paulo (right).
5. Discussion

All used thresholds and weights for the analyses are chosen based on either previous research or the ongoing work in the Waterproofing Data Project (see Section 3.4). It is to be expected that broad practical usage of the tool will lead to new insights and potentially the adjustment of these values. The possibility of this adjustment also opens the opportunity to use this tool in other settings and to weight and carry out the analyses as needed for individual use cases. It is also likely that more analyses will be added. The saturation analysis for the road network can be extended to better take into account the difficulties with such analyses explained in Section 4.2, for example, different categories of highway features can be inspected separately, and the development of feature length can be fitted to a sigmoid curve to analyze its shape even better. Another interesting quality indicator for OSM data that could be added to the analyses is the community activity. Seto, Kanasugi and Nishimura [40] analyzed the duration of resolving note tags, which might be connected to the presence or absence of local contributors. With a similar rationale, we have been analyzing the duration of fixme and related tags. Further research is needed to gain evidence on the relationship between such tags and community activity. If this relationship is as presumed, it will be useful to add this as an indicator of an active community and thus a presumed higher quality. Another indicator that we have been inspecting and that might be added is the positional stability of features, i.e., the number or extent of changes of their mapped position. A high fluctuation in the positioning of features might lead to the conclusion that there has been some inaccuracy in mapping them at first that might still affect many features. On the other hand, this might also lead to the conclusion that although at first many features might have been positioned inaccurately, the big number of changes indicates that the community is working on correcting such mistakes, which potentially indicates a better quality. Therefore, further evidence is needed in this case as well. Finally, the usability of the tool is essential for the acceptance by different stakeholders and to make it sustainable. The development of the tool is not only based on our own experiences but also on feedback from members of different organizations worldwide who apply OSM Field Papers in their work.

6. Conclusions

The OpenStreetMap Sketch Map Tool proved to be a valuable method to visualize local knowledge and to communicate results of OSM data quality analyses in an easy way.
to various stakeholders. In this way, the approach of participatory mapping is supported. The case studies showed how the tool can be applied within the context of disaster risk reduction. Results depict that the method allows evaluation of the fitness of the OSM data for the application of the sketch maps in a specific study area. Local communities can improve these OSM data themselves via mapping activities, for example, which is already done within the Waterproofing Data Project and analyses about their impact are work in progress. Moreover, sustainability will be given by the automatized components and the availability as an open-source tool.

The Sketch Map Tool is work in progress and there are many possible improvements to help the broad group of potential users even better. Different OSM map styles might be used for use case specific renderings of sketch maps, options to separate a study area using a grid tool (Fieldpapers.org [12] already provides this useful option) are planned to be included, and most importantly the further processing of the data will be automatized, i.e., the markings on sketch maps will be detected and evaluated automatically, which has already been partly realized [13]. The result reports of the analyses will be enriched by further explanations and visualizations of the data and their inspection, all integrated into a downloadable PDF file which also serves to make this tool better accessible to laypeople and citizen scientists. The Sketch Map Tool will be tested in the field to evaluate its usability in detail.
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